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About This Game

Tyr: Chains of Valhalla is inspired by Norse mythology, more precisely, the Ragnarök! In a technological world where
humanity depends on mega-corporations like Yggdrasil, big companies know no limits, competing for the global monopoly, and

foes are at the order of the day; someone has to put a balance in the city.

Tyr, creation of Professor Oswald Din, a.k.a. O.Din, has the mission to prevent Lemuz Oki, a.k.a. L.Oki, destroy the world
order and create a new realm of chaos to seize the biggest technology company, as well as control the entire world. Tyr, with the

help of Huginn & Muninn ("thought" and "memory") and his faithful Sleipnir, he will take the summit of Valhalla to stop the
evil plans of L.Oki and his group of vikings & robots.

In a nordic cyberpunk universe where the struggle between big corporations destroys the world as we know it, a hero must bring
order in this world. In Tyr: Chains of Valhalla you can meet the climax and impetus of the Ragnarök seen from a cyberpunk

perspective.

Tyr: Chains of Valhalla is a 2.5D shooter/platformer full of power-ups, vikings, robots, awesome and difficult bosses. Tyr:
Chains of Valhalla combines 3D scenarios and bosses with 2D characters and enemies.

The time is against you! So be quick, accurate and over all, powerful! Free the city of Midgard in this epic adventure through
these amazing levels and reach the last mission... Defeat all the bosses at once!
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Title: Tyr: Chains of Valhalla
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Ennui Studio
Publisher:
Ennui Studio
Release Date: 8 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Kaby Lake Core M3-7Y30 @ 2.6 GHz or AMD Athlon II X4 620 @ 2.6 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphic 615 / AMD Radeon HD 6750M

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,Japanese,Portuguese
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Please don't judge me. It's my little girl whose playing the game not me. I would definitely give this a flaming thumbs down if it
weren't for my kid playing this game as I clean our bathroom. The 9 hours is part of my total bathroom cleaning time. 10\/10
would have their kids play this as they clean.. This game is cool in that it's a nice attempt to combine 2 good genres into a solid
game. Sort of succeeded too but it's still more casual than RPG like and you'll quickly find things to get repetitive. On a much
brighter side, it's fun, and will remain fun. Reccomended :). Great game, too bad it never finished the scoring and just backs to
the title screen without seeing a final score.. Yes, this game needs some more polishing and features. I do think, though, that it is
a solid game and jst lacks a lot behind the expectations. The developers seem to understand, that they didn't satisfy their
customers and seem to work really hard on fixes. So I'll give it a good review for now, as I believe that the game will improve
quite soon and don't think the game is as bad as the reviews at this time would suggest.. Very good game!! *RESPECT*
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Being trained as a professional Flying Fox at the "Military University of Foxes and Kitsunes" and having 150 confirmed potion
victims i can honestly say that this game is one hell of a game.

It is hard, even for me, to roll that constant through the world like those marble like creatures. Trust me, that actually was part of
our basic training, they are just too pro for me.

Although it is offered at steam our Scientist team lead by very talented Doges (it is hard to find good quality Fox personal
nowadays) has found out that you can actually get the 1.8 release of Gumboy at CNET download legaly FOR FREE.
(source: Gumboytournament.com)

It is said that their Headquarter is in the Szech Republic and that their only connection to the glorious Fox connection (and no,
we do not own Fox TV) does not work for anybody and that the named server probably is almost down.
But thanks for everything there is a Campset orderable for free to set up your own Military Base (server).

The commentator of the Game is none other than the famous superstar Squeeky Mc Squeek, also known for one of the voice
actors from the Chipmunks Series and many many other quality internet videos.
Rumours say, that you can gather the all mighty power of his voice by inhaling Helium. And no: That is not how we Foxes
sound.

One of our researchers has also made a small visit to the culture of the Gumboys
It appears that they like to race against each other who gets the fasted amount of Diamonds and can sell those for 50,100 and
200 Fox$ers to our intergalactic Organisation.
When they shall not do so, they try to steal the Flagg of their other Nation and bring it to their own Flag.
Apparently they do not like each other and have always to show which is the best Nation.

The Gumboys got named one of the most fabulous Creatures 2006 by the russian dancing men organisation "Gametunnel".
We blame the capitalist pig!. As first of i tried this game due the name & the trailer seemed more like a tree simulator.
Giving a try is never bad, still a bonsai without wiring? And only tall base is a big no.

Get real, Buy a bush or tree and train it.
Instead of even thinking about buying this game.. This game is beautiful and can be great fun! Works pretty well on the Oculus
Touch as well! Personally though, the games movement system gives me nausea and I would prefer a teleport option. The
weapons look amazing, but felt weird to hold and aim with touch controllers, probably because I'm trying to hold and aim like a
real weapon. An adjustment to the starting angle on the weapons may help this with rift\/touch.

I wont deduct points for my personal level of comfort\/discomfort, especially since it's in Early Access and looks gorgeous.

Either way, I highly recommend as I believe this title will only get better over time.. Game is extremely short, and feels more
like a proof-of-concept than a full game. While there are many interesting and cool mechanics, they are only used once and
thrown away, such as potion crafting, cooking, and even satisfying swordplay is forgotten about later in the game. The boss
fights also resort to basic hit-and-run tactics, and playing ping pong with your sword.. It begun as a very simple and light space
tower defense, which was a good time killer.

And it is, if you play it only until the penultimate mission.

The last mission is ridiculously unbalanced. Even with a fully upgraded ship and turrets, it's still impossible, really bad game
design.

If you want something to kill some time and you really like the genre, it might be worthy on a sale.
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